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Thank you - your ongoing membership makes Leonardo English possible.
If you have questions we’d love to hear from you: hi@leonardoenglish.com

Episode #336
“The British Disease” | A Short History of Football

Hooliganism in the UK
27th Jan, 2023

[00:00:00] Hello, hello hello, and welcome to English Learning for Curious Minds, by

Leonardo English.

[00:00:12] The show where you can listen to fascinating stories, and learn weird and

wonderful things about the world at the same time as improving your English.

[00:00:21] I'm Alastair Budge, and today we are going to be talking about a

lesser-known , much darker side of British culture.1

[00:00:29] One that has plagued Britain for decades, and earned a reputation abroad2

as the ‘British disease’.

2 affected (in a bad way)

1 not known by many people
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[00:00:36] It’s the ugly side of the beautiful game, football hooliganism , the British3

phenomenon of fighting at football matches.4

[00:00:45] Okay then, let’s get into it and talk about the history of football hooliganism.

[00:00:53] On the far side of the stadium, the crowd writhes around in the distance.5

[00:00:58] The air is filled with panicked screams and shouts, the smell of beer, urine ,6 7

and tobacco smoke.

[00:01:07] A plastic chair flies over your head, followed by bottles and bricks.

[00:01:13] Slowly, supporters from the far side of the stadium close in , and you watch8

as they fight with police on the pitch.

[00:01:21] The police strike back with batons , and the approaching fans throw bottles9

and coins , punching and kicking anything, and anyone, in their way.10 11

11 hitting with their fists (closed hands)

10 the small, round pieces of metal used as money

9 sticks, bats

8 come nearer

7 the yellow liquid that is released from the body

6 showing strong feelings of fear or worry

5 they twist or turn their bodies in a violent way

4 something that exists and can be observed

3 violence or fighting at football matches
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[00:01:33] There are screams of fear and rage, and chaos as people climb over one12

another to try and escape.

[00:01:41] Some are knocked unconscious , face down on the pitch, someone grabs13 14

you by the arm, telling you it’s time to go.

[00:01:50] It is 1985.

[00:01:52] You’re at a football stadium in England, and you are watching the ‘British

disease’ in action.

[00:01:59] So, how did this bizarre British subculture develop?15 16

[00:02:03] How could such an ugly tradition stem from what billions of people the17

world over know as the ‘beautiful game’?18

[00:02:12] As always, we need to delve into a bit of history.19

19 search, dig

18 everywhere in the world

17 come or originate from

16 the way of life and special interests of a particular group of people within a society

15 strange, unusual

14 holds in a violent way

13 hit to the point of being knocked out or senseless

12 a state of confusion or disorder
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[00:02:16] But don’t worry, for the non-football fans among us, we won’t be going back

and doing a blow-by-blow history of football, and the next 20 minutes should be20

interesting, whether you are a die-hard football fan or you've never watched a game21

before.

[00:02:32] Football fan or not, as I’m sure you'll know, in many parts of the world - and

almost every single city, town and village in Britain - football clubs have a religious,

cult-like following.22

[00:02:45] They are often much more than a sporting club, they are pillars of the23

community that reflect local history, politics, and religion.

[00:02:55] For some, this is an attachment worth fighting for.24

[00:02:59] So, how did football hooliganism start? When were the first punches25

thrown?

25 violent hits with a fist (closed hand)

24 bond, fondness

23 very important or fundamental parts

22 having the characteristics of something that is followed with great dedication by a specific group of

people

21 very strong or loyal supporter

20 very detailed description of
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[00:03:06] Well, as you may know, from the Chinese to the Aztecs to the Ancient Greeks,

many countries and civilisations claim to have “invented” football.

[00:03:18] The British claim comes from the 12th century, and even from the start it was

a violent sport.

[00:03:26] It wasn’t an organised game with rules and positions, and matches weren’t

played in stadiums.

[00:03:33] Instead, “football” was played between two different villages, and played not

with a ball but a stuffed pig’s bladder .26 27

[00:03:43] And the aim of the game wasn’t to kick the ball, or rather, the pig’s bladder,

in the opposing team’s goal, but to kick it across a heath - or field - in the direction of28

the other village’s church.

[00:03:58] Unlike the pampered football stars of today, 12th century football was an29

incredibly violent, lawless game.30

30 not controlled by laws

29 treated with too much attention and admiration

28 field

27 an organ like a bag inside the body of the animal

26 filled with material
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[00:04:07] There were no referees, and people would do anything they could to stop the

ball, the pig’s bladder, from heading in the wrong direction. People were even killed

during matches.

[00:04:20] It was so violent that in 1349, King Edward III banned football due to the31

violent rivalries and mob mentality it was creating.32 33

[00:04:32] The King also felt that football had developed a cult-like following that

distracted people from their civic and military responsibilities.34

[00:04:43] As the sport developed over the next few centuries and rules were added,

clubs and leagues formed, and matches started to be played on pitches.

[00:04:54] But one thing remained a part of the game both on and off the pitch:

violence.

[00:05:03] Football historians believe that the first recorded case of hooliganism in

modern football was at an 1885 match between Preston North End and Aston Villa - two

of England’s oldest clubs.

34 relating to the community

33 having the characteristics of a criminal organisation

32 extreme competitions, conflicts

31 made it illegal, prohibited
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[00:05:19] On that day the supporters, who were described in newspapers at the time as

‘howling roughs’, decided to do something known in British dialect as ‘kick off’.35

[00:05:31] And this is an interesting example of an expression that’s a noun and a

phrasal verb with two very different meanings.

[00:05:40] “Kick off” as a noun is the start of a football match, but if you use it as a verb,

“to kick off”, it can mean to kick off a match, to start a match, but it can also mean to

erupt in violent behaviour.36

[00:05:56] And it is this type of kicking off that happened in 1885.

[00:06:01] After Preston North End went 5-0 up against Aston Villa, the fans went mad,

attacking the players from both teams, spitting on them, punching and kicking them,

and attacking them with sticks and stones, so much so that one of the Preston37

players was knocked unconscious.

[00:06:23] And then the next year, in 1886, the Preston North End fans would become

the first to do something that would go on to become a common hooligan tactic in38

later years - fighting in a train station.

38 A person who treats others violently, especially at football matches

37 to such a great degree

36 explode, break out

35 the form of language that people speak in a particular place
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[00:06:37] It was around this time, in the 1890s, that historians believe that the term

‘hooligan’ was coined, or first used, after a man named Patrick Hooligan killed a

London policeman.

[00:06:51] Anyway, back to the hooligans themselves.39

[00:06:55] And it’s back to the Preston North End supporters again, when in 1905 a

group of supporters were tried in court for the crime of being a hooligan when they40

kicked off after a match with Blackburn Rovers.

[00:07:09] Interestingly enough, the reports of this group of hooligans included a

"drunk and disorderly " 70-year-old woman.41

[00:07:18] As you will probably know, most football hooligans aren’t 70-year-old

women, football hooliganism is an overwhelmingly - almost entirely - young, male42

thing to do.

[00:07:30] In fact, the demographics are even narrower than that.43

[00:07:35] Football hooliganism is very much a white, male, working-class subculture.

43 more limited

42 almost entirely

41 causing trouble, violating public order

40 (in court) to be legally judged guilty or innocent

39 people who treat others violently, especially at football matches
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[00:07:40] And it’s clearly a young man’s activity too, with one report finding that the

vast majority of football hooligans in the UK are between 25 to 44 years old.44

[00:07:52] So, why are these football fans fighting? Well, sometimes the rivalries go a

lot deeper than simply not liking another team.

[00:08:02] For one example of this we can go to Scotland. Specifically, to Glasgow in

1909.

[00:08:10] If you’re a football fan, you’ll know that there are two main football teams in

Glasgow: Rangers, and Celtic. The match between the two clubs is called the “Old Firm”

derby , and it’s one of world football’s fiercest and most violent rivalries.45 46

[00:08:28] And the ‘Old Firm’, the match between Rangers and Celtics, is about much

more than football.

[00:08:36] It represents religious, political and transnational divisions at the core of47 48

British - and Irish - society and history.

48 base, heart

47 involving different nations

46 most violent and frightening

45 a sports match between two teams from the same area

44 almost all of them
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[00:08:46] As you might know, Celtic fans are traditionally Catholics, of Irish descent ,49

and sympathetic to Irish republicanism, whereas Rangers fans are Protestant, and, at50

least traditionally, supportive of the United Kingdom.

[00:09:02] Celtic fans wave Irish flags at matches, sing pro-Irish republican and

anti-British songs, and the Rangers fans fly British flags and sing provocative51

anti-Irish and anti-Catholic songs.

[00:09:18] These derbies are always violent events, but back in 1909 the ‘Old Firm’52

derby ended in a mass riot that lasted for two hours and resulted in the serious injury53

of over 50 policemen.

[00:09:33] So, as you can see, at the turn of the 20th century, football matches were

violent places.

[00:09:41] And this violence showed no signs of abating , of slowing down.54

54 slowing down

53 violent and wild behaviour of a large crowd of people

52 sports matches between two teams from the same area

51 causing anger on purpose

50 showing approval of or favour towards

49 origin or background
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[00:09:47] The First and Second World Wars, however, and the years between them,

provided a bit of respite , a bit of peace.55

[00:09:55] Not only did the country have more pressing matters to deal with, but56

young men presumably realised that people from other towns and cities weren’t so

bad. So, violence at matches started to decrease.

[00:10:10] But then the Second World War ended and British society was flooded with57

former soldiers - many of them unemployed, many of them traumatised with what58

would today be called Post Traumatic Stress Disorder - and football hooliganism had a

bit of revival .59

[00:10:27] In the 1955-56 season, fans from another of the British game’s biggest local

rivalries, Liverpool and Everton, were involved in a number of ‘train-wrecking60

incidents’ where fans vandalised and destroyed train carriages.61

61 damaged on purpose

60 damaging, destroying

59 the state of being more active or popular again, comeback

58 shocked or damaged after a very bad experience

57 covered with, full of

56 serious, urgent

55 peace
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[00:10:44] In fact, the post-war expansion of Britain’s transport networks - both the

rebuilding of its railways but also the increasing number of national motorways and

cars - allowed football hooligans to travel more easily on ‘away days’.

[00:11:00] In case you weren’t aware, like in pretty much every football league, in the

British football leagues, teams play at their home stadium, but they also travel to other

towns and cities to play other clubs.

[00:11:13] By the time the 1960s came around there were an average of 25 serious

hooligan incidents a year, and football hooliganism was beginning to embed itself62 63

into British sporting life.

[00:11:27] Whereas in the past football violence had been more sporadic , or random,64

in the 1960s, and in the 1970s, football violence became more organised and habitual65

.

[00:11:41] It was around this time that hooligans began to organise themselves into

gangs known as ‘firms ’ with hierarchies and members.66 67

67 systems of organisation based on ranks

66 organised gangs of football supporters

65 usual, repeated

64 random, not regular

63 place, insert

62 events, occasions
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[00:11:51] And unlike in the United States, where the sheer size of the country and its68

franchise system means it’s rare for fans to travel to support their teams, in Britain69

this became the norm .70

[00:12:04] Each weekend, thousands of fans would travel the length and breadth of71

the country on Britain’s railways to support, to cheer on , their club.72

[00:12:16] For many, they travelled not only to support their club, but to fight.

[00:12:21] For some, that was the only reason they went.

[00:12:25] It almost goes without saying , but alcohol - and often cocaine - played a73

huge role in fuelling football violence.

[00:12:34] Often on matchdays, supporters would begin drinking in the early morning

as they set off on their long journeys.74

74 began

73 is obvious

72 encourage or support with shouts

71 width

70 the accepted standard

69 based on the right to sell products or carry out commercial activities using the name of another

company

68 very great
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[00:12:42] In fact, special train services - known as ‘Football specials’ - were put on to

transport fans across the country.

[00:12:50] These journeys, known as ‘away days’, became a huge part of hooligan

culture.

[00:12:56] And from the 1970s onwards, firms began to give themselves their own

names.

[00:13:04] Some of the most famous football firms emerged around this time, including

the Leeds United ‘Service Crew’, Chelsea ‘Headhunters’, West Ham’s ‘Intercity Firm’ -

which was named after the train line they travelled on - as well as the Millwall

‘Bushwhackers’ and Birmingham City’s ‘Zulu Warriors.’

[00:13:25] And when I say these firms were becoming more organised, I don’t just mean

among themselves.

[00:13:32] A key part of football hooligan culture is the cooperation between rival firms

to set up and organise fights.

[00:13:42] So, in preparation for an ‘away day’, one of the more senior members of the

firm - often known as the ‘top boy’ - will set up the fight with the leader of another

team’s firm by phone.
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[00:13:55] They arrange a time and place, sometimes at the stadium but often further

afield to avoid the eyes of the police, who by the 1970s were beginning to take the75

problem of football violence more seriously.

[00:14:09] And it was around this time that the very ‘British disease’ began to spread

across Europe.

[00:14:15] Hooligan groups started forming in other European countries.

[00:14:19] And though there were clear similarities with the hooligans of British

football, each club and country developed its own style and identity.

[00:14:29] Hooliganism became particularly popular in Italy, where its ‘ultra’ fans were

aligned to fascist politics, but also in Germany, Holland, and further afield in places76

like Turkey and Russia.

[00:14:43] And not only did the disease of hooliganism cross borders, but the

hooligans and firms themselves too, as fans began travelling internationally and

crossing borders for European matches.

76 giving support

75 at a place further away
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[00:14:58] On their European travels in the late-1970s, many British hooligans picked

up on continental sportswear and began incorporating it into their own fashion77 78

sense - a style that became known as ‘football casual’.

[00:15:14] This served two purposes.

[00:15:17] Firstly, to show off their expensive designer European brands to their rivals.79

[00:15:23] But it was also camouflage . It was “casual” in the sense that firms stopped80

wearing traditional team colours because it was easier to blend in , to avoid the81

police, and infiltrate rival club’s stadiums and pubs.82 83

[00:15:40] It was during this period, in the 1970s moving into the 1980s, that was the

high point [or perhaps, low point] of football hooligan activity.

[00:15:52] In a 1985 FA cup fixture between Luton and Millwall, for example, 31 fans84

were arrested after violence left 81 people injured.

84 sporting event

83 competitor, 'enemy'

82 gain access to them secretively

81 look the same as surrounding people

80 a way of hiding by using casual clothes

79 display, show in order to impress

78 including

77 started to use
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[00:16:03] Fans rioted , ripped out stadium seats and attacked policemen. A knife85 86

was thrown at a player, and a “Football Special” train had its ceiling ripped off .87 88

[00:16:15] After the riot, a British Rail spokesman said that "it was like a bomb had89

exploded inside some of the carriages."

[00:16:24] Unfortunately during this period, political instability in British society90

meant that far-right politics began intermingling with football violence.91

[00:16:35] Fascist groups such as the National Front began infiltrating and appealing92

to hooligan firms, and there was a huge amount of racist abuse towards black93 94

players.

94 bad treatment or behaviour

93 being attractive to

92 gaining access to them secretively

91 mixing together

90 the quality of not being stable, balanced, or predictable

89 representative

88 removed, destroyed

87 the upper interior surface

86 removed in a violent way

85 took part in violent public fights or disturbances
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[00:16:46] Fascist political literature was sold outside stadiums, racism at football

matches became rampant , and although the number of active National Front95

members involved in organised football violence is perhaps overstated , it wasn’t as96

large as people said it was, they were certainly a very loud and visible element of97

football casual culture.

[00:17:09] The 1980s also saw some of the deadliest episodes of football violence that

would have far-reaching consequences on hooligan culture.98

[00:17:18] The Heysel Stadium disaster, in Belgium, on the 29th of May, 1985, was one of

them.

[00:17:26] It happened at the European Cup Final between Liverpool and Juventus, and

was a tragedy that killed 39 people and left 400 injured.

[00:17:38] After being attacked at a match in Rome the previous year, Liverpool

hooligans saw Heysel as an opportunity for revenge against the Italians and they99

managed to break into the Juventus’ section of the stadium.

99 harming them as punishment for what they had done to them

98 important, major

97 able to be noticed easily

96 was not as large as people said it was

95 worse and uncontrolled
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[00:17:52] As the Juventus fans fled , a wall collapsed and crushed 39 people -100 101

mostly Italians - to death.

[00:18:02] As a result of the tragedy, all English football clubs were banned indefinitely

from playing in European competition, and fourteen Liverpool fans were found guilty102

of manslaughter , of accidental murder.103

[00:18:17] This ‘British disease’ had spread to Europe with deadly consequences.

[00:18:23] Then, a few years later, another incident synonymous with football104 105

hooliganism - but unjustly so, as I will explain in a minute - happened in Sheffield,106

which is a city in the north of England.

[00:18:37] In 1989, 96 Liverpool fans were crushed to death at Hillsborough Stadium

during an FA Cup semi-final fixture between Liverpool and Nottingham Forest.

106 in a way that wasn't fair

105 having the same meaning as

104 violent event

103 accidental murder

102 for an unlimited or unspecified period of time

101 killed them by falling on them

100 ran to escape from danger
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[00:18:49] It was the deadliest event in British sporting history, and the police and

British media [and much of the general public, it must be said] were quick to blame107

the Liverpool fans.

[00:19:01] With memories of Heysel still fresh in people’s minds, the Liverpool fans108

were painted as violent hooligans and drunks.109

[00:19:10] For years the British police, public, and press all cited the Hillsborough110

disaster as yet another example of the deadly consequences of Britain's hooligan

culture.

[00:19:22] But in reality, it wasn’t actually that simple.

[00:19:26] After years of investigations and inquiries, it was revealed that poor policing

, particularly crowd management, caused the crush , and that hooliganism had not111 112

been a factor in the tragedy.113

113 fact that had an effect on it

112 crowd of people pressed closely together

111 police control or supervision

110 mentioned

109 described as

108 recently experienced

107 consider them responsible
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[00:19:41] The Hillsborough disaster, however, did indirectly contribute to a decrease in

football hooliganism.

[00:19:48] After the disaster, a number of safety improvements were made in English

football stadiums, most notably the replacement of fenced standing terraces with114 115

fully seated-stadiums.

[00:19:59] Essentially, there was a seat for every spectator.

[00:20:03] This not only made football stadiums safer, but also made it easier to

separate rival fans, which is clearly a good thing if you want to stop people from

fighting each other.

[00:20:15] Unsurprisingly, after the disasters at Heysel and Hillsborough, and the

growing football violence during the 1980s more widely, there was a crackdown on116

hooliganism.

[00:20:26] There was an increased police presence at matches, and longer prison

sentences given for those convicted of hooliganism.117 118

118 found guilty

117 punishments

116 a series of more strong measures

115 flat raised areas (without seats)

114 surrounded with protective barriers
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[00:20:35] By this point, fewer football clubs, and fewer fans, were suffering from this

“British Disease”, and in the 1990s violence at football matches started to drop.

[00:20:47] Not only was there more CCTV, and harsher punishments if you were119

caught, but the generation of hooligans from the ‘heyday ’ of the 1980s was growing120

older.

[00:21:00] What’s more, this crackdown also came as the sport was becoming

professionalised and commercialised - as Britain’s Premier League was established and

became an international television product, the game was cleaned up .121

[00:21:15] At last, football matches were becoming less violent places.

[00:21:20] And if you go to a British football game today, you probably won’t see any

signs of the hooligans of the past.

[00:21:28] But at least you’ll know, if you didn’t before, that football in Britain has a

violent history.

121 free of unpleasant or illegal behaviours

120 the most popular period of it

119 more severe or strict
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[00:21:35] Whether it be the brutal clashes between villages in the 12th century,122 123

the emergence of hooliganism in the late-19th century, sectarian riots in124 125 126

Glasgow; or the highly-organised, ultra-violent hooliganism of the 1970s and 1980s,

British football was often more like war than sport.

[00:21:56] The firms. The clothes. The chants . The alcohol. The danger. The away127

days. The violence.

[00:22:02] And sometimes, the death.

[00:22:05] There was a very good reason it was called “The British Disease”.

[00:22:11] Ok then, that is it for today’s episode on football hooliganism in Britain, the

ugly side of the beautiful game.

[00:22:20] I hope it was an interesting one, and whether you knew a lot about football

hooliganism before, or this was the first time you’d heard anything about it, well I hope

you learned something new.

127 repeated phrases, sung by a crowd

126 violent and wild behaviours of large crowds of people

125 caused by very strong support for different groups (often religious)

124 rise, development

123 fights

122 very violent
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[00:22:30] As always, I would love to know what you thought about this episode.

[00:22:34] Did you know much about British football hooliganism before today?

[00:22:38] Are there football hooligans in your country?

[00:22:40] Is going to a football match considered a safe or dangerous thing in your city?

[00:22:45] I would love to know, so let’s get this discussion started.

[00:22:49] You can head right into our community forum, which is at

community.leonardoenglish.com and get chatting away to other curious minds.

[00:22:57] You've been listening to English Learning for Curious Minds, by Leonardo

English.

[00:23:10] I'm Alastair Budge, you stay safe, and I'll catch you in the next episode.

[END OF EPISODE]
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Key vocabulary

Word Definition

Lesser-known not known by many people

Plagued affected (in a bad way)

Hooliganism violence or fighting at football matches

Phenomenon something that exists and can be observed

Writhes around they twist or turn their bodies in a violent way

Panicked showing strong feelings of fear or worry

Urine the yellow liquid that is released from the body

Close in come nearer

Batons sticks, bats

Coins the small, round pieces of metal used as money

Punching hitting with their fists (closed hands)

Chaos a state of confusion or disorder
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Knocked

unconscious

hit to the point of being knocked out or senseless

Grabs holds in a violent way

Bizarre strange, unusual

Subculture the way of life and special interests of a particular group of people

within a society

Stem from come or originate from

The world over everywhere in the world

Delve search, dig

Blow-by-blow very detailed description of

Die-hard very strong or loyal supporter

Cult-like having the characteristics of something that is followed with great

dedication by a specific group of people

Pillars very important or fundamental parts

Attachment bond, fondness

Punches violent hits with a fist (closed hand)
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Stuffed filled with material

Bladder an organ like a bag inside the body of the animal

Heath field

Pampered treated with too much attention and admiration

Lawless not controlled by laws

Banned made it illegal, prohibited

Rivalries extreme competitions, conflicts

Mob having the characteristics of a criminal organisation

Civic relating to the community

Dialect the form of language that people speak in a particular place

Erupt explode, break out

So much so to such a great degree

Hooligan A person who treats others violently, especially at football matches

Hooligans people who treat others violently, especially at football matches

Tried (in court) to be legally judged guilty or innocent
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Disorderly causing trouble, violating public order

Overwhelmingly almost entirely

Narrower more limited

Vast majority almost all of them

Derby a sports match between two teams from the same area

Fiercest most violent and frightening

Transnational involving different nations

Core base, heart

Descent origin or background

Sympathetic showing approval of or favour towards

Provocative causing anger on purpose

Derbies sports matches between two teams from the same area

Riot violent and wild behaviour of a large crowd of people

Abating slowing down

Respite peace
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Pressing serious, urgent

Flooded covered with, full of

Traumatised shocked or damaged after a very bad experience

Revival the state of being more active or popular again, comeback

Wrecking damaging, destroying

Vandalised damaged on purpose

Incidents violent events, occasions

Embed place, insert

Sporadic random, not regular

Habitual usual, repeated

Firms organised gangs of football supporters

Hierarchies systems of organisation based on ranks

Sheer very great

Franchise based on the right to sell products or carry out commercial activities

using the name of another company

The norm the accepted standard
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Breadth width

Cheer on encourage or support with shouts

Goes without saying is obvious

Set off began

Further afield at a place further away

Aligned giving support

Picked up on started to use

Incorporating including

Show off display, show in order to impress

Camouflage a way of hiding by using casual clothes

Blend in look the same as surrounding people

Infiltrate gain access to them secretively

Rival competitor, 'enemy'

Fixture sporting event

Rioted took part in violent public fights or disturbances
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Ripped out removed in a violent way

Ceiling the upper interior surface

Ripped off removed, destroyed

Spokesman representative

Instability the quality of not being stable, balanced, or predictable

Intermingling mixing together

Infiltrating gaining access to them secretively

Appealing to being attractive to

Abuse bad treatment or behaviour

Rampant worse and uncontrolled

Overstated was not as large as people said it was

Visible able to be noticed easily

Far-reaching important, major

Revenge harming them as punishment for what they had done to them

Fled ran to escape from danger
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Crushed killed them by falling on them

Indefinitely for an unlimited or unspecified period of time

Manslaughter accidental murder

Incident violent event

Synonymous having the same meaning as

Unjustly in a way that wasn't fair

Blame consider them responsible

Fresh recently experienced

Painted as described as

Cited mentioned

Policing police control or supervision

Crush crowd of people pressed closely together

Factor fact that had an effect on it

Fenced surrounded with protective barriers

Terraces flat raised areas (without seats)
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Crackdown a series of more strong measures

Sentences punishments

Convicted found guilty

Harsher more severe or strict

Heyday the most popular period of it

Cleaned up free of unpleasant or illegal behaviours

Brutal very violent

Clashes fights

Emergence rise, development

Sectarian caused by very strong support for different groups (often religious)

Riots violent and wild behaviours of large crowds of people

Chants repeated phrases, sung by a crowd

We’d love to get your feedback on this episode.

What did you like? What could we do better?

What did you struggle to understand?
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Let us know in the forum community.leonardoenglish.com
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